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An open statement to the UNI community .
By general concensus of the Print editorial board, we feel the
time_has come to set the record straight. The issue at stake is the
survival of t he UNI Print as a viable newspaper. And the things
that threaten t he publication are not tangible to a large segment of
you, the student community. We feel that it is an attitude which
threatens the Print . An attitude of the editors, ~he staff, student
organizations, and you.
The day-to-day functions of the paper ar e quite properly carried .
out by the editorial staff, however, the life of t he paper, the staff,
is not there; To a large degr ee, our daily existence is perfunctory
- we go through the motions. The editors complain, but the fact
remains and in the end, it turns out that the editor s are deluding
themselves. This quite easily leads t o isolation - no real
communication between the paper and all the factions -of ourstudent community. A couple of editors have raised their voices
loudly in speaking out against this dilemma. They must be joined.
Turning to our staff, we find that there is hardly anyone to turn
to. Again, the editors must take the blame for not carrying out a
vigorous recruiting program. The talent and interest are out there
among you, we have not tapped it. The newspaper depends greatly
on those who are consistent in their writing and cooperation with
the rest of the working staff.
For a newspaper cannot function with a st aff who come up to
E-214 to eat lunch. The lunchroom is below us, not in our office.
Student organizations always have a lot of flak for the Print
which just goes to prove t hat you can't please all t he people all the
time. Yet, some of their criticism and suggestions ar e warranted -
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urgently requiring careful consideration by the editorial board.
Would you complain if there were no Print or if the Print were
to suffer a total demise? We think you would. Because when you
•come right down to it, the university publica,tion, for better or for '
worse, is one of the • few r eally effective voices. Student
publications at any university have tremendous potent ial to
observe, expose, inform, t o amuse you, anger you or make you
laugh. We all have been told of the tremendous potential of young
student s by our ~ducators - t hat potential can be t ransfused to
the Print to make it an active, t houghtful and vocal publication, one
that truly represents t he university students. A university should
r eflect the community at larg~, and that means all of you. To date,
we simply have not had 1student~nput or response. Choked off, as it
were, from the mainstream . of student life.
In order to combat these ills,1 the editorial board has undertaken
the study and revision of edito~ial ,policy to insure an open line to
the editors of the future. W~,'\vill lie in the halls asking you what
you think and what you want in terms of the publication. We will
attempt to obtain permission from the English department to offer
3 credit hours for consistent work on the paper. And we are
making an. all-out effort t o recruit students to join the staff.
The point of all this is that we believe in a free press. The rights
of the fourth estate are sacrosanct, and are an important part of all
our lives. We who are at fault will admit our mistakes and take our
knocks, but we believe -strongly enough t o say this to you. As
stat ed in t he beginning, survival is at stake, the survival of a free
and responsive press. J oin us .
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- Velazquez protests ~unjust treatment' from M ullen
by Robert j _Kosinski
Miguel Velazquez, special
assistant to the Vice-president
,for Academic Affairs, says he
was treated unjustly by University P resident James Mullen in being dismissed as
director fo the C.L.A.S .E .S.
program at Northeastern.
He also claims that a conspiracy between the Union for
Puerto
Rican
Students
(UPRS) and four faculty members was the reason behind the
leveling of several charges of
malfeasance against him.
Velazquez was reassigned
out of the position as director
of t he C.L.A.S.E .S. program
on Wednesday, Feb. 26 by
President Mullen after a demonstration by members of the _
UPRS a week earlier. Velazquez was on vacation at t he ·
time.
Velazquez says t hat his
dismissal from · the program
was t he culmination of a series
of events which showed the
open hostility of t he Union for
Puerto Rican Students toward
him .
He says t hat the UP RS has
constantly disregarded his efforts to work together with
them in implementing the

the Union to include "UPRS" .gram.
3) Dilution of the program.
within the logo.
(mostly stemming from the
He mentioned that another
changing of the name of the
reason for the l:JPRS hostility
program from Aqui Estoy.)
is his denial to allow the Union
4) Various · other instances
to inspect and remove his ·
including location of the cenpersonal records.
ter, attending graduate school,
" Just because I'm Puerto
seeking public office, and takRican" ,
says
Velazquez,
ing hi~ vacation "at a time of
. "doesn't mean I have to listen
crisis".
to their every whim."
Velazquez adds that several
I n a memo from Velazquez
verbal assaults have been
to
Maj or on Feb. 12, he
leveled against him at meet·· answered t he charges point by
ings to which he was not
poin t giving documentation as
invited to defend himself: He
to why t he program was slow
also states that no copy of the
iiit'.
in its implementation. He also
memo of Feb. 5 to vice
Mig uel Velasquez, ousted director of the C.L.A.S.E .S. institute,
explained some of the probpresident John Major which
expresses his views as to the reason for his removal from the
lems that he has had with the
explained the charges ~ ade by
program. [Photo by Robert Trahan)
UPRS and the delays that
the UP RS was sent to him.
they have caused. ·
program, and that conflic ts and t he name of the -program
T hose charges are nearly
often arose over such minor beneath it. This was promptly
identical to those stated iu a
After
investigating
the
details, such as. the recognition rejected by the UPRS because
memo sent to Major 0n Ja_n.
charges
of
the
UPRS,
Major
of the UPRS on t he signs· they felt that the island of · 19, by faculty members, Diego
decided . that they did not
designating the site for t he . · Puerto Rico was not prominen t
Rangel (elementary Educawarrant
Velazquez's dismissal
institu te, 'and t he selection of a in the picture and that it
tion ), Samuel Betances (Socifrom
the
program and he made
· proper logo (insignia) to use should be shown larger than
ology) , Jose Lqpez (History),
such
a
recommendation
to the
1
. other Latin American counfor the program.
and Maximino Torres (Univerpresident.
tries.
According
to
Velazquez,
Velazquez says tha t he
sity Counseling Center).
asked for input from the . the UPRS then submitted a
The charges are briefly as
Mullen ignored Major's adUPRS in the selection of the similar logo with the island
follows;
vice after the protest by the
and
distorted".
logo but none was forthcom- " larger
1) failure in implementation
UPRS on Tuesday Feb. 18. He
Though he said he might · of the C.L.J\.S.E.S. program.
ing. He subsequently proposed
reassigned Velazquez on Feb.
one featuring the earth from , concede to this request he said
2) Inability to have a viable,
the western hemisphere view
he would deny _the demand of
[continued on page 3]
cohesive and structured pro-
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Peace with Ara£at?

WORLD

submitted by .the Students for Israel [D .K. ]
THE P.L.O. AND OLIVE BRANCH = TEL A VIV?
The P.L.O. Does Not Spell Peace.
" We shall never stop until we can go back horn~ and Israel is
destroyed .. . The goal of our struggle is the end of Israel, and
there can be no compromise or mediations . . . We don't want
peace, we want victory. Peace for us means Israel 's destruction
and nothing else. . . "
Yasir Arafat as quoted in " The New
Republic" Nov . 16, 1974
These are the words of the P .L .G. 's leader . What kind of an
olive branch does he have? He and his assassins could not care
less who t heir victims are as long as t heir "goals" are reached .
Their record is a bloody a nd gory one. Some of t heir g lorious
achievements are as follows:
2/2 1/ 70 47 Swissair passengers
9/ 5/72 11 Olympic athletes - Munich , Germany
5/ 30/72 27 Puerto Rican pilgrims - Lod Airport
3/ 1/73 2 American Diplomats plus 1 Belgium Diplomat
Khartoum
4/ 11 /74 18 Men , women , and children - Kiryat Shemona
5/ 15/74 24 Children - Ma'alot
11 / 19/74 4 Villagers - Bet S he'an
3/ 5/75 12 Tourists and Israelites - Tel Aviv
"The Government of I srael will not negotiate with terrorist
organizations whose avowed policy is to strive for Israel's
des truction aQd whose method is terroris t violence."
Prime Minister Rabin
Nov. 5, 1974
In order to show t he world their att itude towards Mr.
Kissinger, t he P.L.O. had to kill 12 innocent people in Tel Aviv.
Question: Are t hese liberationist " fighters " or fanatical
assassins? Israel and t he world are growing impatient to Arafat,
t he " relative modera t e" .
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HOSPITAL/ DOCTOR INSURANCE
[Health Insurance]
College students don 't t hink about how to pay for an
emergency room visit or a hospital stay, until they are confronted
wit h a bill. Too late to check on whether or not you have such
insurance. Some students who were covered on their parent's
policy unt il 18 years of age are suddenly left unprotected. Others
find t hey are excluded from parent's plan at 19 or 21 or 23 years
of age.
Check your own .coverage and see if you now, need your own
insurance, because if you do you can enroll in the group plan for
students (full time only) here at Northeastern.
A brief summary of the benefits:
Hospital Care
Room and board for 30 days in a semi-private room , all
mi s cellan eou s expenses including medicine , dressings ,
operating room , anesthesia, lab, x-ray, and phy sical therapy,
etc. less $25 .00 deductible.
Surgeons Care
Up to $300.00 for surgery
Doctor's Visits when in hospital
I L: $10.00 per day for first 5 days and $5.00 per day for the next 25
,days.
~
Emergency Room
Up t o $50.00 for treatment of an injurr due to an accident
~c.J • Maximum Benefits
$6000.00 per calendar year.
Dental
~
Up . to $100.00 per tooth for accidental injury
..)
Ambulance
Up to $45.00 to transport to a hospital
~ Death and Dismemberment
i.._ $1,000.00 payable on death or loss of a hand, foot, arm , leg or/
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plan is underwritten by Guarantee Trust Life Insurance
Co. Healt h Service Room G-138 has applications , I.D. cards and
claim forms .
Cost per trimester :
.
$18.40 Single individual
$46.00 Student and Spouse
$73.60 Student, spouse & dependents
Applications for enrollment are available in Health Service.
You may pay for the May to Sept ember trimester any time after
March 10 at the cashier on the 4th floor of the Classroom
Building.
Efficient Reading .
Get s BetLer Grades
· Improv1ng Comprehension
is our specialty
Center for Effective

Communication

110 S. Dearborn
263-1980
St.de appro,·ed

RESEARCH
·Thousands of Topics

· $2. 75 _per page
Send for yQUr up-to-date, 1601,aee.
mail ordef catalog. Enclose Sl.00
to c_over posta1e (dtlive,y timt. is
I to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANC~ INC.

119C1 WllSHfRE Bl.VO., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES. CAlfF. 90025
213> 477-M74 or 477-549-3
0. teMlrc:11 llllllrill ii Mid for
rtlllfdl ......... ...,.
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CAMPUS
AFLOAT

You.' 11 sail in February,
w ith the ship your classroom and the world your
campus . . . combining accredited studies with fascinating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient, Africa,
and the Americas. Over
10,000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed
with WCA join them! Fi nancial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.

WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange, CA 92666

Seek help

lor
student
programs
To Print;
On Monday March 10, 1975
the Student Senate decided to
check in to expanded services
in the way of Health Services,
Day Care and Legal Aid for
students. These programs will
fu r ther help the ~tudents
needs. I am asking for each
individual student's support or
ideas. Please, if you care about
yourself and the services
rendered to you, write to the
Student · Senate in care of
Treasurer Bob McDonald, or
call me at Ext. 455. I will later
present the ideas of the students to the Student S.enate
and then to President Mullen
and the Budget Cottncil.
Respectfully,
. Bob McDonald

cru bs

by Pa ula Levy
Profile : a Kibbutz volunteer
The most intriguing thing about the people who come to Israel
to live .and work on kibbutzim (agricultural collectives) as
volur. t-.r\, :..; - for food , shelter, and a net income of about $10 a
month - is t heir sheer variety . Kibbutz volunteers come in all
shapes and sizes, from every count ry on the map , representing
every religious and polit ical persuasion. And they come fo r very
different reasons .
Graham W eeks, a 30 year old Canadian high school teacher
who once seriously considered becoming an Anglican minister,
came to Kibbutz Shaar H a 'amakim for a rest. Presently on a
one-year leave of absence from his job in what he calls "a
middle-clsass executive suburb " ·of Mont real, he , has been
t ravelling through Europe and beyond - his last stop was t he
Egyptian pyramids.
Shaar Ha 'amakim (Gate to the Valleys ) is a thriving •
community of over 700 people located in a green , flowery spot
near the Carmen Mountains. Grass, trees , and even roses bloom
where 40 years ago there was lit tle more than rock. The kibbutz
supports itself by raising cows, chickens and fish; growing
grapefruits , oranges, apples and .pears; manufacturing boilers and
processing flour. A nd Graham Weeks helps out by collecting
garbage.
"Originally I hadn't even planned to come to I srael," he
explains, stret ching his lanky, 6'3" form across a kibbutz cot that
is obviously too short for him. " But after 6 weeks in Britain, I
got a bit fed up . I couldn't stand another museum. I wanted to
be near the Mediterranean for awhile, and I thought it would be
nice to be in Bethlehem for Christmas . .. I'd t aught a little
Israeli geography, so I had a basic idea of what kibbut z was
about."
An avid fan of Chicagoan Saul Alinsky's protest methods and
a leader of Quebec's 1972- teachers strike, the sandy-haired,
bespectacled Weeks is no newcomer to alternative action , and he
has always been interested in alternative societies. But after
spending 36 hours a week for the past ·7 weeks driving a t ractor
to and from the kibbutz garbage dump , he might be expect ed to
have lost a little of his enthusiasm for communal life.
"The work is monotonous, " he admits, " but kibbutz has gone
far beyond my expectations." The phrase most often used to
describe t he philosophy of a kibbut z is "from each according to
his ability, to each according to his need " meaning t hat the labor
and profits are shared for the good of the entire com~u~ity. "It's
incredibly secure - sort of a giant Linus' blanket, " Weeks says
smiling. " But it's real security. It's .got a hell of a lot more
substance than owning a house and a car.
" I . don't think, though, that peopl who join kibbutzim are
simply running away from the problems of capitalism. They 're
interested in a better way of life for themselves and t heir
children."
Inspired by his contacts with kibbutz teachers and students,
Weeks has become involved in studying the kibbutz method of
education, which he believes is b~tter than most of the
experimental forms of teaching he has seen used in Canada. He
speaks with the excitement of discovery. "It's fascinating. I
haven ' t
stopped
learning
since
I
got
here ."
Weeks plans to work on an archeological dig near Eilat, on the
Red Sea, before making his way to France for some intense
French practice. Eventually, when he returns to Canada, he hopes
to find a successful formula for urban collectives, most of which
have failed, even in Israel. Weeks doesn 't see why socialist
theories can't be put to practical use as a valid alternative to the
dog-eat-dog life of modern cities.
"I'm not saying that everyone has to.live on a kibbutz. That's
ridiculous. I just t hink that anyone who WANTS to live in a
collective ought to he able o. Perhaps the gr~atest 8xample that
kibbutz gives t he w r~-, .is that it is a voluntary communal
system. It's not forced upon a nyone at the point of a gun . One
day I'll either join a kibbutz or start a collective, " he says firmly .
"I just wish I spoke Hebrew!"

The Staff
Tht Print . is th e ca mpus
newspaper for Northeastern Illinois Editor: Robert Kosinski
Uni'aersi~y. Published weekly , this Managing Editor: Jeff Clever
paper is pa,d for by student fees News Editor: Jean lkezoe
Arts Editor: Tom Wolferman
an.d is largely · tht work .o f
Sports Editor: Pauline Philipps
Nc, r •hecrstern students ·. Mater ial
Business Manager: Rita Harmata
published herein is not to he Photo Editor: Paul Manda
confused with view s e.<pressed by Cartoonist: Margaret Drewko
the University administration. Prinr Columnist: Mary Robandt
is located i_n E-214, phone 583-4050,

ext. 459.

·

Staff: Al "Albert, Nancy Bartosch,
Larry Brittan, Dave Dettman,
Diane Dockery , Jeff Einbinder,
Stephen Flamich , Peg ·G-rman ,
Gerri Leffner, Pennie Lopins;,. i,
Jeff Markovvski ,,Steve :Novak, Dan
Pearscir. , Anna Maria Pezzetta,
Dante Plata. Marv Robandt,
George T afelski, George Tomaszowsk i, Robin Tr ill ing, Robert
· T rahl!n, . Doug Wid_owski, Joe
Wynn , Marco Pedersen
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Tl1e Seco11d Greatest Flyer i11 tl1eWorld
t_Thc war was over-and the world's great est flyers had never met in combat.
But Waldo was going to change all that -eoen if it killed him.

M.L. Robandt

Writing a column is like writing anything else. It demands
inspiration, or research, or both. Unfortunately, this week I have
a whole lot of neither. Maybe I'll just do what I do best · wander
around Northeastern and ·see the sights. Northea.s tern, 'like any
other school, has its vices and virtues. Things aren't nearly as
dismal as we often t hink; you can make friends and you can find
challenging classes, contrary to popular opinion. But one thing is
sure, Northeastern has a face only an alumnus could love.
· The most noticeable feature is its stunning architecture: three
fundings, three buildings, three utterly unrelated styles. We have ·
the Beehive, whose 10-foot-high windows let in all of Nature's
sunshine, especially in 90 degree weather, and cause a tornado of ·
papers spinning t hrough the room if you open a window in a
desperate attempt to get a gasp of real air. This problem has been
solved in the Classroom Building and Science Building, which
have no windows and consequently, no air at all. Near~suffocation
makes it easy to enfo rce the No-Smoking rule. (A security guard
who hadn't been warned of scheduled painting provided me with
one of my fondest memories - he drew his gun on a terrified
painter coming in the vdndow of my office, causing him to raise
, his hands (he watches Dragnet, too)-and almost plunge 5 stories
into the shrubbery in front of the Grad Office.) The Beehive also ■
boasts the most godawful elevators in the civilized world. For a
lesson in human nature, watch dozens of frustrated people futilely
punching the hea t-activated button for a non-working elevator.
(Last summer I was caught in one about 6 inches off the first
floor , with Chuck from General Stores. After 3 calls 15 minutesapart , I advised him to scream that there was an 8½ months
pregnant lady in there, to see if that would bring help. I didn't
think screaming that I had to go to the bathroom was dramatic
enough. l called my boss to pass the time, and she hung' ~p on ·
me, laughing. She didn't believe me . . J Oh well, at least there' s
one comfort - t his year's crop of Student Aides in Information
are occasionally dispensing something besides "I don't know" for
answers . ..
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The Classroom Building is fairly functional, except for the
nausea you get from zipping around and around in circles trying
. to find a room. The study areas used to be good places for the
solitary vice of studying, but now, like every square inch of the
campus, · -'.s g ted with wall-to-wall students having a grand old
time at the top of t.heir lungs all day. The subterranean vaults
below are like the bell-jar city in the Superman comics, a little
neighborhood in itself. Denizens of the qeep can hide in the
Unicorn, the drive-in-movie of the pedestrian set, or venture out
to visit the God Squad, PIE Seminar offices, WZRD , Graphic
Arts ; and you can even see the Book Nook, an alright little shop
with old textbooks and new dirty books, in spite of the revolting
little fli rs t hey're always passing out.
While we're here, we may, as well check out the Commuter
Center. The eating facilities<J are distinguished by their utter
inefficiency . While no one na:s really died from eating there,
several people have died of starvation while waiting through the
lunch hours to get in. If you barrel through the crowd after 2:00,
you can eat .in the darkened Auditorium - the larger cafeteria is
closed, the smaller one crammed. Better just go out to the Candy
Counter a nd buy some soybeans or peanuts, and browse through
the latest VIVA instead.
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Vets plan Dallas trip
by Pat O'Brien

Six Northeastern Illinois
Veterans Club members will
travel to Dallas later this
month to represen_t UNI's
more than 800 vets at the
National Association of Concerned Veterans (NACV) conference to be held there March
On we press, past the special-lobby megaforms, past the 23-30, 1975.
The group was chosen by
Library _Ludicrous, past the the walls fluttering with ancient
the club 's 50 active members
posters for the Ins and Outs of Martian Sex, Rabble-Rousing,
Inc.-, Great Jobs in Transy_lvania, etc. On to the Science Building. late last month to attend the
Forlorn and alone, the Science Building compensates for its function. Mike Newman, one
separation anxieties with a front like a fortress from the Dark of those going, said he feels
Ages . Local wits say no handicapped students or faculty have the move is a significant and
ever ta1'.en classes there, after one plunged from a madly important one for North7,ig-zaggrng "artistic" ramp through the third floor window into eastern as well as for veterans
the Art Wing in a wheelchair. The Science Building recruits new throughout the Chicago area.
Newman said that even
handicapped as often as possible with its killer steps that are
colored ·Jppm,_ii.1, f••,y·'1 the way natural shadow-cues fall. (I creep though veterans currently
along the wail hk the Pit and the Pendulum, and so far, so g etting GI Bill education
benefits recently got a 23
good.)
percent raise in their monthly
Someone is &ure to complain, "That's unfair. It'll all be allotments, their battles are far
different when the new Commuter Center is built. " This is hardly from won. He said that a
likely. A sov/s ear does not a silk purse make, and ineptitude is nine-month extension to the
not ren,,,-died by ir,ore money. The Commuter Center will have its current 36-month eligibility
own set ,)f bumbling mistakes and bumbling glossovers. The period is still being worked for
mating ::rl' low~t bidder (as in elevators) and most-deranged and NACV's efforts at this
architer, ·, {a i:i: ;:kience Building) will surely produce more · point can make or break the
monstc,.., "f ,r,,-i.;"-:-'-: ncy at UNI. The problem with all this is that effort.
'.' It's going to take pure
no one " ii:ll' S;;.!:$.:: ·.n8 flaws until it's too late. It's rumored that
somewh.,re on campus there is a puddle formed by a perpetually . pressure in the Congress to get
leaky ceiling, called the Mel Skvarla Memorial Wishing Well. this passed," Newman said.
According to him, it took
Maybe I'll trot down there and throw a penny in, and wait awhile.
two
years just to get the extra
Just in case . ..
money bill passed, and it's

likely to take another two
years of work to get the
nine-month extension passed.
President Ford vetoed the
legislation last fall, but congress overrode the veto giving
the vets the increase with their
January checks retroactive to
September.
'"Unfortunately, the worst
problem we have in getting
Vet bills• through congress is
apathy within the vet gronp, ·•
Newman said.
Some - of the major topics
planned for discussion at . the
convention are: public relations for veteran's groups ,
including media relations;
discharge upgrading for tfiose
with less than honorable
separation~ or discharges; and
necessary planning for legislat ive lobbying to get the

nine-months extension passed.
A special report is planned
outlining new developments in
veterans affairs for minority
vets on college campuses.
Newman said that- much can
be accomplished at the conference if enough veterans
voice their opinions to the
delegates before they leave for
Dallas. A number of National
organizations are scheduled to
send spokesmen to the conference including: the Veterans
Administratio-n , AMVETS ,
Disabled American Veterans
(DA.V), VFW and the American Lpgion. Several congressmen are slated . to sp~ak.
Newman urges UNI veterans to contact him prior to
March 20 to voice thei r
opinions on vital issues. Call
him at 583-8037.

Velazquez cont.
26 to a temporary position as
special assistant to t he Vicepresident for Academic affairs,
John Major.
Velazquez is unhappy with
the new assignment, saying,
" I would have rather been
-fired, instead of being tied up
here. I should be able to go out
into the community to help the
people."
·
He adds that he would like
"-

to improve the image of t he·
university to t~e latino community which the UPRS is
destroying. "The latino com- .
munity has a very bad view of
this university. They call it t he
'institute of radicallism ', the
'institute of communism'. One
man told me that he would
never send his daughter here.
This is . what I want to
change.' '
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Science grant

WlllS

projects that focus on · the use
by Jeff Markowski
of new course materials in
Northeastern recently rescience, the social sciences,
ceived a National Science · and mathematics.
Foundation (NSF) grant of
Northeastern and other uni$68,293 to continue the Enviversities, to try for a ·grant,
ronmental Studies Project be- · must first submit their propogun last year under the direcsals to the NSF A group of
THE UNI ART DEPARTMENT presents the opening of the .
tion of Dr. Musa Qutub with
educators
then evaluate, limit,
S~cond Annual Student Show on March 17, at the North River
t he aid of a previous NSF
and choose on the basis of
Community Gallery, 3307 Bryn Mawr Avenue. All students and
grant.
merit the proposals to be
faculty are cordially invited to witness the announcement of the
Dr. Qutub, Associate Profesawarded
money. Dr. Qutub
$100 first prize winner.
sor of Earth Science in the
said he has been receiving
Department of Geography and
various grants for the past five
Environmental Studies at years.
Northeastern, said the grant is
45 high school teachers have
TRANSCENDEN.TAL MEDITATION will be the topic of a
"the largest given to any
been studying toward their
lecture and discussion on Tuesday, March 18 at 1:00 and 8 :00 pm
masters degrees in environin room 3-108. This lecture, sponsored by SIMS, is open to all . university in the United States
in
the
field
of
Environmental
mental studies with a previous
interested persons.
Studies." The Northeastern
grant, concentrating on the
grant is one of 304 totaling
$11.5 million whicli supports

THE NORTHEASTERN JAZZ ENSEMBLE will present a
concert on Monday, March 17, in the UNI auditorium at 8:00pm.
The concert is free and everyone is invited to hear this talented
group play.

"INTRODUCTION TO THE ENEMY," a film ·on North
Vietnam starring Jane Fonda and Tom Hayden, will be shown on
Tuesday, March 18, from 1:00-3:00pm in roorp 1-002. This film ,
which is free to all UNI students, is sponsored by the UNI Film
Coalition.

use of innova tive teaching
approaches that are, according
to Qutub, " of great importance." With t he new grant, 30
more students will be able to
be admitted into the p rogram.
Classes wili be held during
August and September, 1975.
Preference will be given to
current social science and science high school teachers in
the Chicago area.
Those teachers interested in
applying for t he project should
write: Dr. Musa Qu tub, Department of Geography and
Environmental
Studies ,
Northeastern Illinois University, Bryn Mawr at t. Louis
Ave., Chicago Ill. 60625

Event cites Wom~n 's struggles

organized force, Shirley felt a
the oppression of women. She
by Peg Gorman
felt tl1,e source of oppression is · new Revolutionary Communist
A FILM ABOUT THE REVOLUTIONARY GROUP ELN in
International . Women's Day
the captalistic profit-making
P arty (unlike the present ComArgentina entitled "Alliance For Progress," will be shown on
began on March 8,1908 in New
system.
munist
Party) could lead the ·
Wednesday, March 19 from 9:00-11:00am in t he Science
York City when 20,000 women
Shirley, the second speaker,
people.
This
party will consist
Building, room S-351; 1:00-3:00 pm in 2-094 · in the Classroom
·marched for protective labor
discussed the material basis of
of equal men and women,
Building; and 6:45-9:00 pm in the Unicorn. This film will be
laws. Now, almost 70 years
women's oppression, and how
without sex barriers, but with
shown by the UNI Film Coalition.
later, the IWD, celebrated at
the capitalistic class benefits
physical differences taken into
Northeastern, was sponsored
from it, by
account.
by the Revolutionary Student
1. Keeping women as a
A slide show was then
. Brigade, a nationwide organireserve army or labor, being presented, emphasizing woTWO GUEST SPEAKERS FROM PANAMA will . lead a
men's struggle throughout hiszation.
, the last and the first hired.
lecture on Panama 's struggle to obtain control over the Canal
• Tp.e event, held last Wednes2. Creating myths between tory, mainly by means of
Zone. The lecture will be held on Thursday, March 20, at noon in
day, was started off by a
men and women to antagonize striking and picketing.
1-001 and is sponsored by the Sociology Club.
speech from a woman named
and cause resentment. ThereThe Revolutionary Student .
Gerry, stressing the imporfore , a united strength that Brigade meets on Tues. at 1 :00
tance for men and women to
could overthrow the capital in 2-056. For more info. call
Barbara Zucher, 549-6839.
take up the struggle against
istic, doesn't exist.
AN ART FAIR, sponsored by Art Assemblage, will be held on
.r.-------------- · - - To satisfy the need for an
Match 20 in the north and south corridors around the cafeteria
. .- . . . . . .- t.;:~...;~.,;:t..:;.t;·,:1 ~ ;.._; /;)":j:itSiii'"lllill_ _ _ _ _
,....,_. ,......, ....~ - - - - -- from 9am to 3pm. All interested students and faculty are invited ·
to attend.

CHICAGO'S SKID ROW MEN are -hungry for soup and
perhaps a friendly "hello". In despair they have dropped out of
society. Anyone who would like to distribute hot soup to these
men can meet next Friday, March 21, at the Catholic Student
Center, 5450 Kimball, .at 5 p.m. Rides are provided by car pool
and return time is about 7. More information can be had by
calling 583-61_09.

HIDDEN COVE
OPEN AT 11 am. daily-

r---... _.., ______
_________

ART ASSEMBLAGE is sponsoring life drawing workshops,
every Thursday from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm in B-127. The life
drawings are open to all interested people and are free of charge.
Models are supplied.

I
I
I·
I
I
I

THE FILM- COMMITTEE OF CCAB has set up a table in
front of the auditorium every Tuesday night. On t his table are
several film catalogues, t hese fil m catalogues are there for the
convenience of students to read t hrough the~ and giye their
suggestions for films they would like to see a t Northeastern. So
next Tuesday stop by and pick out a film you have been dying to
see at U.N.I . Chances are it will be here next semester!

1.
i

I
I
FREE - ·1 Pitcher beer with med. pizza I
I
FREE - _2 Pitchers beer witl'l !ge. pizza . I
I
COUPON

SO¢ OFF .- any 1uncheon order

I

.
~-----~------~
~~-~

I

Movie Nite, Sunday 10:30 pm·, Ladies Nite, Tuesday & Thursday, Unescorted Females, St a Drink.

C-CAB ANNOUNCES four vacancies on the concert
committee. Any interested students should contact Steve
Romaneski at ext. 376 or come up to E-205N

JUST A REMINDER - the University Counseling Center has
made provisions to help students who have completed 15-40
hours and have not yet decided upon a major, and who need to
have a counselor's signature on their registration cards before
they can turn them in to the Records Office in accord with the
Early Registration Procedure. Recently, Gus Sisto a peer
counselor and a newcomer to t he staff was introduced. He is
specifically interested in signing cards and helping students with
their course programs and will be available in the University
Counseling Center, Room B-115, from 2:00 to 4: 00 on Mondays,

.

~

LOUNGE-PUB

t1a~

338 _N..·Lincoln Ave.
gf$g~f~g~ise
/ 784-$38
__________________ .,..

b

Good 'til May 1,1975. Bring

'I in this ad.

____________________

~
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Health Services offers free blood exams
by Jean Ikezoe
One drop of blood. That's all
it takes to_ determine whet her
or not a person has diabetes.
With the beginning of t his
year, Healt h Services has the
· capability of performing fasting blood sugar tests. This
laboratory test is free and
offered to all UNI students,
. staff, and faculty members.
While it is not the most precise
laboratory test used to determine diabetes, it can be
useful in determining whether
or not a person has high or low
blood sugar.
Calling Health Service last
week, I made an appointment
to have a fasting blood sugar
test performed on myself this
week. Before taking the test,
Marion Etten, Head nurse in
charge of Health Service,
stated that the only thing I
had to do in preparation was
not to eat anything the morning of the test. Black coffee or
water are the only things a
person can drink before the
test or the sugar content from
any other liquid or solid ·food
would affect ttie result.
The single drop of blood
used for the test can be taken
from either the person's ear or
finger. Since · I chose having
the blood drawn from my

.,}J

Jean Ikezoe's 'sees red' in a demonstration of the bloodletting technique.

finger I was instructed to wash
my hands thoroughly with a
special cleansing soap in the
examing room of the Health
Service shortly after my arrival.
After that Nurse Etten
cleansed my finger with a
· sterile piece of gauze- soaked
with alcohol and dried it. A
quick and painless prick with a
lance used to draw blood and
the first part of the blood test
was over.
The drop of blood that is

taken is placed on a special
slide, allowed to set for a
mo~ent and then placed inside _
a machine for a blood sugar
reading.
The
Reflectance
Meter
Dextrostex
system
machine or more simply called
the Ames Eyetone machine is .
the device used in this part of
the test. By placing the slide
in this machine, Nurse Etten
was able to make a reading in
less than a minute.
The normal range for a
person taking the fasting

blood sugar test i's between
65-100 mg/ ml. A person suspected of being hypoglycemic
(having a low blo0d sugar) is
between 50-65 mg/ ml and a
person who is hytoglycemic is
50 mg/ ml or low r.
On the opposi e side of the
scale, a person suspected of
being
hyperglycemic
(too
much blood sugar) is between
100-110 mg/ ml and a person
who is hyperglycemic is 110
mg/ ml or higher. My score on
-t h e Ames Eyetone read

90mg/ml, normal.
W hile t his whole process
may sound long, t he actual
process from start ~o finish
takes less than ten minutes.
Nurse Etten mentioned that in
January, 44 people came in for
this test and in February there
were 45. The majority of these
people were staff and facb lty
members .
For an entire university, 89
people is a terribly small
percentage of its population.
Any interested members of
UNI wishing to take the
fasting blood sugar test should
call ext. 355 or 356 or visit the
Health Service Center. Appointments can be made from
8:00 am to 9:30 am, Monday
through Friday. Blood pressure checks and urine tests can
. also be performed for free.
Although many students
may shy away from taking
this test because they are
afraid of the sight of blood or
are afraid of the end result, it
is more frightening to think
,about what could happen to a
. person who has diabetes and
, lets it go untreated. Serious
· illness can result from untreated cases of diabetes. As
the sign for the blood test says
''Yo_u can't lose! (except one
drop of blood) So give us a
call!

Student senate report

Day care a key issue on senate agenda
This past Monday night at
The BOG representative is
legal aide with the monies
t he Student Government meet- our voice on the policy ~aking from student activities. Repreing the new congres~ began.
board for us and our sister se.nting the · health service, ·
The incumbent .and new offischools, Governor's State, Chi- Miss M. Etten, R.N. told how
cers met for the first time with
cago State, Eastern and West- her operation could be more
the senior and freshman senaern.
studen t orientated when the
tors, and to some dismay they
Even though this student is administration realizes t hat
met again without a quorum
a non-voting member, she/ he she shouldn't be a " quasi"
present.
can initiate motions, and ques- business office with her handThe following were present: . tion the validity of a policy ling of student insurance and ·
Pres. Tom Lasser, Vice P res.
through a student's point of her operation taking full effort
Mary Berg, Sec. Pat Well- view. She/ he also attend the to make sure civil service get ·
bank, Treasurer Bob McDonexecutive positions, which oc- their physical examinations.
ald, with Mary McGinley,
cur the evening before the That .. with these operations
Jack Welt, Marshall Bro- open meeting, at either here, or erased from their schedule
naugh , Bob Gerowitz, Carl . one of our sister schools or in they can more effectually hanEllis and Jim Payette who are
Springfield. While on this dle student needs.
your senior senators, and Ellie
board, transportation, lodging,
Senator Golden also proposGolden, Therese Smith, Ron
and food are reimbursed by the ed a free day care facility, to
Stein, Joe Pietro, who were
BOG board. Nominations will reach the need of many stupresent at their first meeting
be taken this coming week _ dents who also serve the role
where they could vote.
until Thursday. Our present of parent. It .seems the present
The first order of business
representative is Paul Zeitler, facilities are limited to certain
was to find out why a parking
with Dan Kolb his predecessor. ages and that there is a
referendu m wasn't held with
T he next order of business waiting list.
the senator election which was was to fill the vacancies in the
T he legal aide was suggestheld two weeks ago. Due to a
senate, which amounted to 9. ed to help council students in
mix up, this was overlooked , Gus Sisto, Jeff Clever, Gloria their combat with law process.
bu t will be arranged and held
All these proposals were
Flores, P aula Manda, P aul
on Tuesday and Wednesday,
Zeitler, and Robin Trilling sent to committe for screening
April 1 & 2, when students will
were voted in with a simple and possible implementation.
also vote for their Board of majority of those present by
The senate then was asked
GovernQr's Representative.
consensus voting. Ot her names · for nominations, to their comThis refere~dum is set up so
were considered but a simple mittees. There were none so
we students, 'can oppose the
majority couldn't be ~eached. again t he following want · and
propose
increases . on t he
Anyone interested is asked to need students. 2 positions on
parking sticker. The proposed
come to our office or the next Student Affairs Council whose
raise is from ::;6 to $10 per · meeting March 24, 1975.
function is to " develop policies ·
year. We urge all car owners
Freshman Senator Ellie Gol- relating to Student Affairs. To
who park at UNI, to cast t heir
den then presented a proposal act as an appeal board for a
vote, and the rest of t he
plan to expand Day Care review of a decision involving .
facilities, Healt h Care and student affairs upon the recom~unity as well.

quest of a student or student
organization. " 2 positions on
the Audit C ommittee, whose
function -is to search and
evaluate spending and budgeting.
The final item on the agenda
was discussion on a possible
Honor's Convocation. Since
last year and the change of
administration the antiquated
method of Honors Convocation, was strongly suggested·
to die. W hat we need are

suggestions to make t he Honor's Convocation viable and
worthwhile.
All of you who feel either
t hrough academics, leadership,
and/ or services that you deserve recognition are asked to
contact either our office or
bombard J oa n Nordberg's office, student services.
Until next week!!
Mary Berg
Vice Presidei:it of
Student Government
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CBS offers students internships
by Robin Trilling
Walter Jacobson was buried
in his little cubby hole as
Brent Musberger entered the
newsroom complete with ten
gallon hat and the typewriters
clicked away. The WBBM
newsroom looks almost identical in person as it does on
television. The glamour is
missing and you realize it's
just another place of business,
like a television repair shop?
Well not really, its still a
pretty exciting place to work.
And if you are interested in
media, the Speech anct ,Performing Arts Dept. in conjunction with CBS Television is
offering intern~hips to qualified students.
A student who meets the
requirements would be placed
in a department at WBBM, for
a trimester, such as computer
library, film, production, and
would work at the studio ·and
earn 9 or 12 credit hours for
30-40 hours a week. Currently,
UNI has two interns at
WBBM. They are Bob Rosenthal and Bill Palmer. These are
the third set of interns from
UNI. UNI competes with
Northwestern University and
the University of Hlinois, Circle Campus for internships at_

WBBM. The interns ar rotated
from depts on a monthly basis,
and this gives them the opportunity to see as many aspects
of the TV studio as possible.
Bob, began work in the film
dept. and some of his jobs
included flim tape editing and
computer operations. The flim
dept. contains all the feature
length movies and the syndicated video tape shows. Bill
was the assistant to the
assistant , producer of the Lee
Philip Show. His duties included research for upcoming
shows and some production.
He is currently working in the
film library which works in
direct conjunction with the
newsroom. If the newsroom
needs any piece of news
footage they rely on the film
library.
I,
Interested students must be ·
UNI students Bill Palmer [left] and Bob Rosenthal relax amidst WBBM cameras while interning
upperclassmen or have a suffifor the T.V. network. [Photo by Robin Trilling]
cient background in media,
Applications are available at
or log, and report on . their
mended by the committee, the
assist, do things as they are
the Speech and Performing final step for the applicant is
various activities at the studio. · called upon. But they have
Arts Dept on the 6th floor of an interview with WBBM
Although interns are not access ' to everything, and they
the Beehive. After the applica- personnel. In addition to the
allowed to touch th~. equip- can talk to anyone who is
tions are completed and rement because it is alfuruon, . available, even the engineers
work at the studio a one hotlt
turned, they are screened by a
they have the opportu?i:ity "'to can · teach them something
seminar is held once a week
faculty committee which inoverview all areas of . the w.orthwhile.
with the supervisor of the
cludes Dr. Barushok, Dr.
studio, just as long as they
program, Dr. Walker. The
Walker, Mr. Redd, and Mr.
keep · their hands to themstudents are also required to
Powers. Once they are recomselves. They are allowed to
read three books, keep a diary

Need Help?

Peer ministers

Alternatives
To · Abortion

Develop-,ner,t ill faith-growth
by Pennie Lopinski
This year,
Northeastern
joined the growing ranks of
city and state colleges offering
the services of peer ministers.
Peer ministers are people participating on a semi-volunteer
basis in a new program sponsored by the Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago.
The purpose of the program
is to offer college students the
opportunity to grow emotionally and spiritually,_as well as

The Commuter Center Activities Board (C-CAB Company) recently announced their
newly elected board members.
They are : Chairperson: Kathy
Kurpiel, Classical Music: Jan-

intellectually. The job of the
ing activities, such as discuslay minister _is to generate an · sion and sensitivity groups.
atmosphere nourishing to total
Terry Strand (U.N .I. class
huma n growth.
of '73) is one of the first peer
Peer ministers are not orministers in the program. He
dained priests. No special
lives at the Catholic Student
training is required. The only ' Center, 5450 N. Kimball, and
requirements for peer ministry
describes his job this way: "I
are a bachelors degree in any . love my work. What I try to
field , a desire to relate with
do is gather other genuine and
and help students, and a
open students to share their
sincere faith commitment. The
values with each other. We
, work includes getting acquaintdon't sit around praying all
ed with students and organizday. We do believe that there
ice Faylee, Concerts: Steve
Romanoski, Classical Series:
Pat Washington, Video: Jim
Kusz , Lecture Series: Dennis
Chudoba. To get activities
rolling for next year, these new

are things to be accomplished
and growing to be done. So we
233-0305
support each other in what we
are trying to do. "
or 583-0109
Some of the other schools
offering the lay minister program are Oakton, Triton,
•
•
Harper and Wright. Next year
the program will be 11xtef\dl;ld ,w 'I , 0 _ ,
·
to other universities. ~~ufient~ "91-r-...;;,----------...J
or alumni interested in p~rtici-" .,
-----.,,,.,-_ _ __

.,Confidential

pating or receiving further
information are invited to
contact Strand at 583-6109. /
FOR THE BEST

chairpersons will be needing
· new members to give further
student in-put. Remember the
money spent on student
activities is your money! Come
up to the C-CAB office, room
E-205N and be heard!

LSAT
MCAT
DAT
GRE
ATGSB

.

Getting Married?

Need
photos?
Call
Creative Photo Ltd;
525-5398

PREPARATION

CALL 789-2185
TEST-PREP
7 SOUTH DEARBORN
CHICAGO, ILL 60603

Pro Work At

Reaso1i~ble Rates

AUTHENTIC LOOKING

. - - - - - -..... ~ .... ~ --------_. ._______ r.:a&._·-•1·
I
.
. AUTHENTIC LOOKlNG
I

I'-

:, :!!~=._

Sitting, left to right - Steve Romanoski, Shawn Dolezal, Jim Kusz, Pat Washington.
- Dennis Chudoba, Renee Carter, Carl Ellis, Janis Dawson.

J

INSTANT
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•
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I
ANY KIND
ti
YOU SPECIFY
-....;_~
-~
I -~
'
Acad_emic Diplomas, Birth, Marriage Certificates, Special 10 Ca•ds - ~.,'
•· 1I
y~ rs instantly. YOU NAME THE FORM YOU NEED and it' s your~. De::ir"'?.
y~r name an~ su~~ on authentic, genuine looking parchmf>'r-• in
I ~h
1mpr8SSlve 01? English scnpt. Other documents are prepared- In al)p,r;r;,, ~:e
I form. All certifica~ come complete with gold embossed seal. Sati:.f,,;:,i; -:m
I guaranteed.
Send $9.95 each or $16.95 forany two (Shipped in ·mailing tube.; l;pecial
I .work? Custom work our specialty and all inquiries answered. Allow 3 weeks
I for delivery. Rush orders and $1.00. Send your name, what certificate,
degree you want and a chaol( or money order to:
Standing, I
novelty prns, P.O. Box 41/0Bt, Niles, Illinois 60648_
I
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Round table exain1nes sad 'state of day care
by Pennie Lopinski
The topic was the day care
crisis, and a feeling of underlying uneasiness predominated
at the recent Round Table
discussion entitled ''Who's
Minding the Children".
The Round Table discussion,
spQnsored by Community Services and the PIE Single

Motherhood Seminar, was preceeded by a luncheon. Guests
included President Mullen, Dr.
Jean Gillies of the Womens'
Studies program, Anne Smith,
Ron Wendell o( Financial Aid,
Cliff Harralson of the Commuter Center, Dr. Marie Hirst of
Early Childhood Education,
Jerry Olson PIE Coordinator

Dr. Ben Coleman, Coordinator
of Community Services Dr.
Griff Pitts, Acting Vice_
president of Student Affairs
and the guest speakers.
After the luncheon, the discussion began, attended by
approximately 70 people. Josiane Caron, Communtiy Affairs

A critics point of. view

Linda Winer, Tribune Critic-at-large. [Photo by Peg Gorman]
by Tom Wolfennan
why I reacted that way."
Few people welcome critiThough "reacting" may
cism. £erhaps t hat's why the seem like a simplistic function
term · " critic" evokes such for a critic, it can often turn
strong feelings of both anger into a rush-hour of frustrations
and resentment from · people when linked to deadlines. Bedevoted to the arts. The cause Linda works for a
popular view appears to be newspaper, where impending
that a critic is a bead.led deadlines loom constantly, her
Victorian who smokes an aro- reactions must impress her
matic pipe and has the sense o
clearly 'illii±'briskly. "Up until
humor and dynamic personali- - September\ " she explains, "I
ty of Whistler's Mother, Linda had an 11:30 (p.m.) deadline;
Winer is a critic of the arts,
which meant that often I
and though she takes her job would leave a ballet at 11: 10,
seriously, she's hardly Victori- get back to my paper by 11 : 15,
an, and will be the first to and have them take the first
admit that her pen is not the page out of the typewriter and
analytical law of the land.
send it down as I was writing
A 1968 graduate of North- the second page." Clearly this
eastern, soon afterwards Linda pressure-cooker
atmosphere
received the Rockefeller Grant poses an alarming doubt directo . study criticism at the ted towards the basic compeUniversity of Southern Cali- tency of newspaper critics. As
fornia. After the workshop, she Linda herself recalls, "At first
returned to the city where she I couldn't believe that you
nabbed a job as a reviewer for were supposed to somehow
the Chicago Tribune. Having -. serve ·an art that way. I had a
reviewed music, · t heatre, and feeling of responsibility
dance, she · .js cu·rrently the music was somet hing that you .
'rribune's critic-at-large. Last wanted to serve. And you went
week, she returned to UNI to back there and had to write a
present her views on the arts review in ten minutes, well and the press, and to offer a what are you serving? That's a
seldom seen introspect into the good question!'--' Now, howcritic's often misunderstood ever, with the Tribune's new
lifestyle.
24-hour policy, the deadline
Very few people realize the has been extended to allowdifficulties a critic faces in for an additional 90 minutes,
keeping an objective frame of which Linda describes as
mind when reviewing an arts "kind of luxurious."
event. "What I think you have
As one might suspect, with
to do is go as open as you time being so central to a
possibly can," Linda main- newspaper critic's profession, .
tains. "I trust my instincts. their lifestyles often overlap
First I· let myself react to what their careers, reflecting a more
it' is. And tihen I try to analyze accelerated pace than most

people. This pace, which Linda
dubs "a rhythm," is a general
. extension of her time-orientated career. "It's an abnormal
kind of existence," she points
out. "I feel very comfortable
just walking down the streets
of New York because everyone
is going at that pace."
_Though Linda has been
confronted by her hsare of
outraged artists (once she
received a hate letter written
on toilet paper), she admits it
is surprising how little "craziness" lurks among her readership. Early in her career,
however, she was more attune
to h~w the public might rerct
to her. She- recalls that her
second Tribune review took
her to Ravinia concert, where
she intuitively discovered that
the person sitting next to her
did not appreciate the fact that
she was representing the Tribune. "I went back," she
laughs, "and wrote the most
pretentious, poly-syllabic revies. I looked at it later and
thought, 'I was writing for
that man sitting next to be
because I was trying to tell
him: Listen I know my stuff
- I can do this!'"
As a defense against journalistic insanity, Linda must
take it lightly when an occasional fing.e r is angrily pointed
her way. Although she admits
she can't play a _flute concerto
or dance Swan Lake, -she still
proposes that "you don' t have
to be a hen to know a rotten
egg. A review is just what
sorr,eone tells you happened
last night," she voices. "And
hopefully that person has seen
more than you have or has
thought about it more because
it's his job - but it's not
gospel. It's not written in
cement."
Maintaining a rampant lifestyle, her week filled with arts
events and review deadlines,
makes one wonder: Does Linda Winer plan on making her
stay at the Tribune a permanent residence? " At the beginning," she says, " I really
didn 't think I would stay in
Chicago that long. I always
told myself I would stop when
it stopped being interesting.
Because there's a whole part of
myself that thinks stringing
beads on the side of road in
New Mexico is the way of
living." But until then, for
Linda Winer, the way of living
will be as as a non-stop critic
for the Tribune, where~ in ·a
culturally sprouting city like
Chicago, "at iarge" carries a
whole new challenging meaning.

Specialist and one of the
instructors of the PIE Single
Motherhood stated " It seemed
q1at the speakers were very
careful about what they were
saying .. They were willing to
ad\nit that the day care problem is overwhelming, but none·
of the agencies . represented
wanted to take . the blame.
There was a feeling of defensiveness."
The speakers were Murrell
Syler, Administrative Assistant to the Mayor; Carol
Heidermann ·of the Illinois
Dept. of Cli\ldren and Family
Services; Janet Hartle , Vicepresident of ' he Da
Crisis Council; ·ster ~
Administrator fro
St
cent De Paul; and Ar .ur Day,
UNI student and
parent.
The purpose of the Round
Table discussion was to examine the day care situation
nationwide, 'in Chicago, and on
campus. The findings were
bleak. · It is estimated that
throughout the nation, 6 million preschool children have
mothers who are employed.
Yet there are only about
900,000 spaces in licensed child
care centers. In Chicago, the.
1970 census showed that day ·
care programs of any kind are
available for only 7.4% of the
total preschool population.
The UNI Day Care Center
located on campus provides for
care of ,children three to five
years of age. A maximum of 25
children an be in attendance ·
at any one time, and although
at present there is no sliding
scale for parents to pay according to their income, there are
plans to provide assistance to
five parents who can show
financial need.
When questions arose at the
discussion concerning the possibilities for infant care or an

all day kindergarten on campus, they were met with
objections of "space" and ·
" financing." Caron
~tated
"My translation is that children are not considered to be a
priority."
She added " Society continually insists that women are
receiving equal opport4nity in
the areas of employment and
education. But until you liberate a woman by providing her
with decent child, care facilities, it is totally unfair to say
that she is receiving equal
opportunity. If she is not
happy with the care her
children are receiving, she will
feel worried and guilty. How
can she work according to her
full potential?" Caron hopes to see children
become a priority in the near
future. She pointed out that
the children of today are the
next generation of adults.
"They deserve the best."
Shortly after the Round
Table discussion, Caron received a letter from Murrell Syler
of the Mayor's office in which
she stated that the seminar
brought to her attention the
fact "that we do need to give
more consideration to planning
infant and child care for
college and university students
to enable them to complete
their education and pursue
their chosen careers. "
Syler offered the help of her
office in trying to run a survey
to determine t he number of
parents on campus and what
kind of services they need.
Caron would like to arrange
another meeting in the near
future with members of Womens' Studies, Commuter Center, Early Childl'l.ood Education, and parents to discuss
Syler's offer and make the
necessary arrangement~.

One view of the round-table discussion. [Photo by Peg Gorman]

Well, how about another view of th~ round table discussion [You
guessed it, Peg Gorman also took this one].
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For over130 years we've been using
the word "quality" in our advertising.
OnCe again, we'd like to tell you what
we mean by it.

Blue Ribbon quality means the best tasting beer you can
get. A quality achieved only by .using the finest ingredients
and by adhering to the most rigid of brewing standards.
In Milwaukee, the beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue
Ribbon continues to be the overwhelming best seller
year after year. Blue Ribbon outsells its nearest
competitor nearly five to one. That's ·why we feel
we've earned the right to challenge any beer.
So here's the Pabst challenge: Taste and compare
the flavor of Blue Ribbon with the beer you're
drinking and learn what Pabst quality in beer
is all about. But don't take our word for it.
Taste our word for it.

Pabst. Since 1844.
The quality has always

come through.

PABST BREWING .COMPANY MILWAUKEE . WIS . PEORIA HEIGHTS. ILL, NEWARK.NJ . LOS ANGELES . CAL . PABST GA
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Hound Dog Taylor

He built a reputation as the
hardest-driving boogieman on
the sou th side.
In 1970, Hound Dog Taylor
brought his good time music
to · t he Ann Arbor Blues
F estival, and became an instant hit. ,His first album was

released that year and he has
appeared in numerous festivals
in universities and concert
halls since. Hound Dog's performances haven't changed a
bit from the tiny clubs to huge ·
concert halls and festivals. He
laughs and jokes with the

Read ·the book first
by Dan Pearson
THE STEPFORD WIVES
is a fu nny movie, which is
unfortunate, because it's · supposed to be a suspense story.
Not that a certain amount of
levity can not be permitted in
a chiller but not at the expense
of the chills. Something .
strange is happening in the·:
town of Stepford and Bryan
Forbes, the director, certainly
takes his time in telling .us.
what ls really going on. By,
t hen its too la te.
~
The film stars Katharine
Ross as the latest resident of
Stepford. She is a wife and
mother and semi-professional
photographer who left the city

}_V\Jfor rural peace and quiet and
.

March,
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Blues artists promise pure fun

by D. Niemann
The C-CAB Company presents a BLUES FESTIVAL,
March 18, 1975,at 1:00 P. M. in
t he Auditorium. The blues
artists fea~ured are . Hound
Dog Taylor and Son Seals.
Hound Dog Taylor can tell
you exactly why he makes
music. At the beginning of
almost every concert, he
strikes a chord ,.1 on his old
Japanese guitar and yells.
"Let's have some fun!" . That's
been the essence of Hound
Dog·s music fo r almost forty
years. It' s been blues, but
blues played to get rid of t he
blues. From Mississippi house
parties of his youth, to the
shadowy blues clubs of Chicago ·s South Side, to Philharmonic Hall and E uropean
touring, Hound Dog has
· played his music for t he pure
fu n of it.
He first took up guitar in
1935, at the age of eighteen.
Within a few years he . was
appearing on the legendary
, King Biscuit Flour Show on
KFF A radio in West Helena,
Arkansas. By the early 40 's he
journeyed to Chicago, and
became a regular part of the
Maxwell Street blues scene.

1'

- f4,

Son Seals will also appear
with Hound Dog Taylor on
March 18. Son Seals and his
band upsets every convention
and s terotype of t he "great
~luesmen" engendered today
by t he big promotion "men who
have poured money and more
money into hyping the listener
into believing machismo, perversion, or other gimmicks are
the same as musical talent.
Son Seals is no teenybopper's heartthrob, no leather
and fur Motown "monster".
On stage, Son Seals is still an
honest bluesman. Only two
years have passed since the
death of his father, Jim Seals
(one of t he famed Rabbit'Foot
Minstrels ), who freed Son from
his ties to t he family blues
club in Osceola, Arkansas _so
that he could settle on Chicago's South Side. He brought
with him a small Southern
experience of the blues, learned
Son Seals
from Bluesman Sonny Boy
audience, teases his band, ·a nd Williamson, J oe Hill Louis,
and Earl Hooker.
playes with incredible energy.
You can hear some of his
He is likely to play all night
long, just as long as there's clear uptempo work and his someone in the audience who · original material at Nort hwants to get happy. Cause eastern in the auditorium
t_hat's what his music is all March 18 at 1:00 P .M. The
concert is sponsored by The
about.
C-Cab Company and as usual
is FREE! to UNI students.

"Steppeowolf explodes and
burns in image and color."

for the script. He · took Ira
because her husband (Peter
Levin's (Rosemary's Baby)
Masterson )
had
already
novel and adapted it for the
bought a place in the country.
screen. I must confess that I She makes friends with another newcomer (Paula Prentiss) . read the book. When I heard it
was going to be made into a
and together they decide the
movie, I made sure I was
women of Stepford are just not
going to see how they handled
in touch with the outside
the situation in Stepford. I
world. They find an unusual
knew what was going on, or
contentment in keeping a clean
what was supposed to going
kitchen and providing well
on, so I was amused. Perhaps
laundered apparel. When they
this is the best way to enjoy
try to form a women's conthe movie. Read the book first.
scienceness meeting to combat
Or sit through the movie
the Men's Association, run by
twice. Once to decide wha t's
P a trick O'Neal, the conversation is dominated by a discus- · going on and the second to
enjoy the humor and not
sion of spray starches.
puzzle over the weak attemp ts
William Goldman (No Way
of terrifying suspense.
to Treat a Lady) is responsible

-Kevin Kelly, Boston Globe
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The "True Gospel Singers: Angela Gomez, Linda Silvestre, and Denise & Dante Plata. [Photo by
Dante Plata]
•

The " True Gospel Singers",
eastern. Dante has been writa group from here in Chicago,
ing music for the past three
ha ve been singing together for
years now and hopes to have
over a year. They originate
his matezial recorded in the
from the Southwest side and · fot~re. T he rest of ·the group
have performed at various · include Denise Plata, his wife,
Angela Gomez and Linda Silchurch functions throughout
vestre. In addition, the True
the area . Their style ranges
Gospel Singers will introduce
from Fold to Spiritual songs,
another trio with members
aU of it written by Dante
James and Barbara Capers
Plata, a student herf:l at North-

and Don Stiger. 'l'hey are
students a t the Lutheran
school of T~eology on the
Southeast Side. The t rio will
also sing songs composed by
Dante Plata. The two groups
will be performing at Northeastern on March 25 at 12:30
in the Auditorium. All are
warmly welcomed to attend.
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Lenny Bruce's fight still goes on
Can you imagine being arres ted for saying "Fuck You"
in public? Well Lenny Bruce
was, and quite often.
This film is about the life of
t he late Lenny Bruce as I'm
sure you were able to deduce
from the title.
The film is made in a
quasi-documentary
style,
which tries to show the rise
and fall of a comic, as well as
showing his relat ionship with
his wife, agent, and mother. To
me t he a t tempt at the documentary st.vie is the flaw of the
fil m. The film was shot in
' black and white to give it the
documentary look. and I must
agree tha t doing it in that way
was a good idea, but for
different reasons. The life of
Lenny seems to get across
bet ter in B lack & White
because his life was black and
w]:1:ite.
Lenny 's life was a tragic
st ry not only because his life
ended in misery , but because
the government was indirectly
responsible for his dea th. The
government persecu ted Lenny
with the fervor of an unpaid
madam , simply beca use he

said words that they thought
obscene; mostly because of
·Lenny's constant attack on the
hypocrisy of the world, including the government. By the
time Lenny died he had no
house, no money, and the fight
had gotten too strong to keep
up. In one scene (Dustin
Hoffman) asks the audience if
there are any lawyers present,
and one gentleman in a front
table admits to being one.
Lenny than takes money ou t
of his pocket and tosses it to
him saying " Now you've got it
all ," which emphasises the
situation he was in with all the
court costs and lawyer fees.
It seems quite incredible
that a man would be arrested
foi- saying words such as
"Fuck You" , and "Cocksucker" in public, which were
words that most people ·had
been exposed to, once in their
life anyway. At the height of
Lenny's career he simply reflected what society was and
still is, namely: hypocritical.
He tried t o make a social .
comment on the hypocrisy in
our country where ever it could
be found, whether it was in out -·
government or any other phase

of ou r life. The government
in the fact that it gives you a
didn' t like what Lenny was
glimpse of a man who perhaps
saying and so they got what
was before his time. It is
they wanted, namely his
because of Lenny Bruce that
death. They killed him, but not
the comics of today are able to
what he stood for and that is
say more than they were able
something they can never get
to in his time. The film traces
away with if we are to stay a
the gradual rise and the
free country, and that is
deterioration of a comic in the
freedom of speech. Lenny was
50 's , to the early 60 's. Bob
denied his rights under the . Fosse, (Cabaret) the director;
first ammendment of the
did a very fine job except in
const itution, and people in this
his use of interviews to make
country are still being denied
the movie into a documentary.
t hat right ·which we must all
The interviews, in my opinion,
fight against. To this day
are very irritating and destroy
various comics are being harpart of the impact of the film.
rassed such as Mort Sahl, and
Despite Posse's error in judgGeorge Carlin, who you all
ment, the film gets its message
remember were arrested in
across. It is quite possible that
Milwaukee, Wisconsin for sayLenny would not have died as
ing seven words that most of
soon as he did if it had not
us have used at one time or
been for the continual harass·a nother.
I
guess
things
ment of the government.
ha ven ~t really improved that
The acting performances are
much from the days of Lenny
very good with Dustin HoffBruce because the government
man giving the best performis still persecuting people who
ance of the movie. Vallerie
don ' t agree with their way of
Perrine did a good job, but I
t hinking, and the general pubwould question her nomination
lic, not counting the youth of
for best actress for an academy
America, is ignorant to what is
award. Perhaps all the attengoing •on in our supposed free
tion is due to the character of
country.
Honey, ra ther than Perri ne's
The film is an enjoyabl e one portrayal of her.

Unlike the other reviewers. I
feel that Dustin Hoffman' s
performance was the highlight
of the film and deserves an
academy award for best actor.
Despite the film "s bad
points, I think t he movie is an
excellent one a nd deserves
your support at the box office .
If you never heard of Lenny
Bruce or never heard his act
before, I think you will really
have an experience you 've
never had before, watching
this man.
When you leave after seeing
" Lenny ," there is one thing
which will probably s tick in
your mind, and that is the
ex tent that you can freely
express yourself. Perhaps you
will wonder if we truly have
freedom of speech and your
answer just might be a terrifying one. If our country is co
survive in a free manner, then
we better prevent any more
persecutions from occuring of
the type that Lenny Bruce had
to endure.
" Lenny" is now playing at
the McClurg Court Theater.

When women were women
by Robin Trilling
A merica 's Sweetheart, Mary
P ickford was sitt ing demurely
wi th her long cascade of curls
occupying almost the length of
the movie screen. When movies were movies, when stars
were really stars" a voice
began and so the stage was set
for a slide presentation by twin
sisters, Joyce Schrager and
June Sochen, entitled The Big
Tease, Women In Film: 19301945. The presentation was
part of a two day Cinema Arts
Festival at the Anshe Emet
:::iynagogue. Sochen is a history professor at UNI- and

authoress of six books, the
lates t being, Movers and Shakers: American Women Thinkers and A.ctivists, 1900-1970.
Schrager is a part-time lecturer
in American History and coauthoress of the book The Big
Tease: Women In Film, not as
yet published.
Schrager and Sochen took
turns speaking and began by
explaining back in the 30's and
40's movies were the only
cultural form of entertainment.
One out of two families went
to the movies once a week,
even during the depression.
The movies were for everyone

then , they had impact, were
persuasiYe, and there were. no
others forces on people's life to
fabricate their dreams. In 1939
there were 500 films made, iri
1971 only 136.
Women have had two images; Eve the temptress, sultry seducer who possesses a
sophisticated
all
knowing
knowkedge, example Theda
Bara and Liz Taylor or the
image of Mary, a pure innocent, giving object, example
Norma Shearer and - Mary _
Pickford. But during the period from 1930-45 a new genre of
women were portrayed on the
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BI OG RAP HY OF THE LE GENDARY Z IEG FI ELD
GI RL , FANNY BR I CE ,
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OF LIF E, LOVE AND ROMAN CE, A FAN TASTIC
MUSICAL PR ODUCTION THAT FLOW$ WITH
MIRACULOUS PREC I s !_ON. Born ST REI SAND
AND SHARIF BR I NG EXTRA DI MEN S I ON TO
THIS IGHT·HEARTED, FUN MUSICAL,

screen - independent women,
self defia nt, women who knew
who they were, they had their
own name and live a t heir own
lives.
The show contained the
biographies and screen roles of
six superstars: Katharine
Hepburn, :R,osalind Russell,
Barbara Stanwyck, Bette Davis, Joan Crawford, and Carole
Lombard. The screen roles
were divided into four-categories, first The Career Woman.
Only in the 30's did you see a
tremendous quantity of women
in positions of decision making
and power. These women were
· hard hitting and fast moving.
In Adam·s Rib, Hepburn was
an attorney opposing her hus- _
band in a court of law. The
At:istocratic Lady was the sec·o nd category. The rich could
decide the daily pattern of
their lives. The women combined a sense of self and
strength with great looks.
They often occupied their time
with self-indulgent activities
such as gossiping and weight
reducing. In an aristocratic
comedy of this period the rich
men never knew what was
going on in their own households., they would poun_d on
the table for attention. " My
Man Godfrey " starring Carole
Lombard was one of these.
The Shady Lady - was category number t hree. She was
down and · out. economically
deprived, and dramat ic. These·

women were po,rtrayed as
nighcc1ub hoscesses or con
women to name _a few. They
had a great deal of in tegrity
and always had ·a good reason
for what they were doing. S he
had no position and no name
but a lot of guts. Barbara
Stanwyck was a con lady in
" The Lady Eve" . The fi nal
category was The Female Horatio A1ger. If you were a hard
working, self reliant, moral.
good person things will happen
to you. If a woman follow s the
rules business will go up, but
her personal life will go to
hell. That was the standard
pattern in movies of this
category, .. Mildred Pierce"
starring Joan Crawford is a ·
perfect example.
The interesting thing about
all these movies centered
around independent women is
that somewhere during the
contex t of the pic ture. the
woman is forced to decide
whether to give up every thi ng
(career. their own life) for love
and heart. At the end of the
majority of these films the
wom en capitulated , they gave
in and lived happily ever after.
Hence the title The Big Tease.
The t wins ended the program
by quoting, in unison. Joan
Crawford from "Our Dancing
Daughters " as she stood up on
t he table, raised her glass
high, and toas ted, •'To myself.
I have to live with myself till I
die, so I hope I like myself.··

MEDICAL, DENT AL & LAW SCHOOL APPLICANTS:
Have you applied for the 1975 classes, but without suddess
so far? Perhaps we can help you get an acceptance.
Box 16140, St. Louis, Missouri 63105.

losT ·
Lost · I lost a pearl earring last
Thursday, March 6th. It has great
sentimental value. If you find it
please give it back to A-113.
Thank you,
Elsa
Lost · Bracelet in the Little
Theatre area . Four bars of
green-j ade-like stone linked together with Chinese 6ymbols.
Great senti1.1ental value. REWARD, please call Sue Coates,
456-7170.

Earn some $ for a few hours of
Lost - Notebook lost in the
Classroom building. Brown-Beck's " work. Want someone with " readable" handwriting . Work will
Book Cover. Contains all notes
consist of putting on paper, the
since the beginning sem. of Pract.
title and authors from the books
Criticism & Meth. Teach RDG.
on shelves. Location of books very
Also term paper. REWARD. Lost
near Northeastern. Call Mort at
March 4. Please call 433-1880.
256-6435.
Reva Golden.

WANTEd

Wanted
Happy, spunky,
optimistic individuals to be
trained to do t hereaphy with
preschool children ·during school
hrs. Now until June. Min. - 20
hr. per week, $2.50 per hr.
332-1260.

Wanted - Two or three bedroom
house or apartment wanted in
suburbs or Chicago near UNI.
Contact Glen Kistner at ext. 468
in the library or at home 834-3857.

Two students need a ride to Do
Moor Camp for the summer term.
We are willing to share price of
gas . Please contact Cathy,
545-3690.

An Open Letter to UNI Students and Faculty
Recently there have been
letters in the PRINT referring
to
the
participation
of
P.E. majors in the attendance.
of major sports events. One
_P.E. major stated that people
in the department do not
participate enough. This is
probably true, myself included.
But I am not going to barrel
on about P.E. majors . I would
rather talk about someone who
puts us (P.E . majors) all to
shame.
l"-- - --hm:>'n!..1;-k·n ow i
am , but
throughout the year, during
football and basketball seasons, he's always. ' there' with
his 'band of renown'. Yes, that
fantastic guy with .the drumsticks in his hands. This man

has more spirit than thP. ghos ~
of Christmas present! He has
taken it upon himself to make
sure there is always some kind
of band at almost all of these
events. He has done this for
three years and I think it is
about time he got some recognition for such service.
Mr. Z and Coach Solaria
should, in some way, honor Dr.
Gangware's right hand man,
for if the UNI P.E . majors
would learn a lesson from this
drummer in the football jersey,
we would never see another
letter from P.E . majors, complaining· about P .E. majors. I
hop"e this letter gets printed ,
for its probably the only way
I '11 ever get to thank this guy
myself.
respectfully,
A UNI P.E. MAJOR

foR sAlE
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For sale - Texas Instruments at
low, low prices. New, with full
warrenty and guarentee. Will sell
TI 2502 - $42.00, SR 11 - $62.00,
SR 50 - $107.00, SR 51 - $195.00.
Call Jim Magee, 842-3694, after
7:00pm.
Furniture For Sale: 84" couch
with like-new slip cover very good
condition - foam rubber cushi0ns
(2) $50.00 turquoise lounge chair,
loose cushion back and seat very
good condition $25.00 call secretary X765 or 973-5140 Eve's.
Economics S-225-H
Bernice Temple, Secretary;
Economics S-225-H
1971 Triumph-Bonnev ille , 650 :
Gold and black, 5 speed trans., 8"
extension, pull-back handlebars,
custom seat, sissy bar, low
mileage- exc. cond. $1100. Call
Wayne after 5 pm, 751-0295.
For Sale - Honda CL125 '74.
Barely used . Less than 1700 mi. 75
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m.p.g. Road or dirt. $550 or best
offer. Call Steve, 676·3878 after
8:30 pm.

To my little J eanie,
All I can say is I love ya. Stick
with me and we'll go places· Gold
Coin. Thank you for all your
listening . I'll li s ten to you
anytime.
Robin

FOR SALE:
-" early American" furniture :
matching sofa (opens to bed) ,
platform rocker, arm-chair, end
- tables (2), coffee table, good
condition, $110.
-window-fan, Sears 3-speed, reversible, like new, l / 6hp., thermostat,
$35.
-roll-about fan, Sears; 3-speed,
reversible, thermostat, $3Q.
-2 matching white vinyl shellchairs, $10 each.
-small green upholstered chair,
$15.
·steel shelving, .8ft Jong x 6 feet
high, like new, $15.
,
-steel shelving, 4x6, very stable $9.
-steel shelving, 2x6, very stable,
$5.
-kitchen stove, oldie but goodie,
(not to pretty but c 1 e a n ! ), $35.
-2 steel " Hollywood" bed-steads,
$8 each.
,push leaf-raker $5 .
-E nglish pram (baby-buggy), darkblue beauty, with embroidered
pillow-case and plumeau-cover ;
can be used ·as car-bed, $75.
583-7076,

To Felicia,
You make my day brigh ter , I
Wi!S blessed with your frien ds hip.
Together forever.
Your partner

Hey Sunshine,
How have you been? Have you
missed me?
Signed,
The Phantom

Bobby,
Happy S t. Patrick 's Day my
lit tle leprechaun. You 're full of
blarney but I still love you!
Punkin
Drummer,
Aye yi yi, be bop!!!
Oley
Managing Editor,
It's quite alarming to hear of
people falling through holes. Just
how many nurses were there???
Newsy Editor

pERSONAls
Contrary to popular belief the
Commuter Center workers are not
cops . . . they 're a CIA front !
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,L_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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steve,
This one is especially for you . If I
ever meet anyone crazier than you
I'll be a bulldogs uncle. Don't
change.
pauline
Tom,
You underestimate your good
points, first joining the print now
its the perverts.
sped

The Print Staff would like to
thank the Podraza family for the
use of their home on Saturday.
P auline,
Hi t here! Haven't written to you
in a while so I thought I'd wist
you a nice time on your skiing
trip. Don't break any bones, we
need you at lay-out too much and
there's no room for crutches in the
office!
Jean
We need more interesting person•
als!!!

Sports ·crossword puzzle
by Trossman
ACROSS
1. A's Pitcher (last name)

5.
10.
12.
13.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
24.
25.
26.
29.
30.
35.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
· 44.
48.
49.
50.

Blackhawk's Pappin
Bats for the Pitcher in AL (abbr)
What Nolan throws
Key La King (first name)
Houston Rocket (int) player

NY Jet linebacker John
Defensive play at any base '
Untouchables Boss (last name)
Montreal Defenseman (int)
Chgo Sox youngster sensation (last '!ame)
. ................ ball-no rim
Oakland center Jim (#00)
Seattle Guard (int)
Montreal Forward-Yuan ................ .
N. Star was a Red Wing (int)
To go to a game
Former Peguin, now a Ranger (last name)
Former Peguin, now a Sabre (int)
After regulation time ends (abbr)
Ex-Blackhawk, now a Sabre (last name)
Colorful mustaichoied center on Rangers
Red Wing goalie (int)
Run bated in .(abbr)
Off the cross ............. .

DOWN
I.
2.
6.
7.
8.
9.
.10.
l 1.
14.
15.
' 16.
·17.
23.
25.
27.
28.
31.
32.
33.
34.
36.
37.
39.
40.
43.
45 .
46.
47.

Dtroit star once scored 6 goals in a game vs. Flyers
St. Louis Blues superstar center (last name)
Toronto Maple Leaf Swedish import (int)
Track ................ .
Pistol-Pete ............ .
. ........... A............... former NY Giant QB (int)
Red Wing Star (last name)
Pop vocalist .......... ..... Reddy
Former Bear linebacker, Ed's nickname
Pittsburgh Steeler owner (int)
4 time NHL Vezina trophy winner (int)
Former Blackhawk Erik
Initials of Manson - murdered actress
Golden State Warrior coach (int)
Flames young star (int)
Denver Bronco runningback (int)
Orr is a ............ skater
Flyer backup goalie (int)
KC Chief cornerback (int)
Atlanta Falcon middle linebacker (int)
Flyer forward - with sood shot (last name)
Blackhawk's young hopeful( scored 80 goais in JR's
A shot, Its off the ............. (hockey term)
Traditional change of a crowd
A goal, Tlie red light is .......... .
Former Pittsb urgh player, now a Ranger (int)
"l" down's initials
Leading Sports magazine (abbr)
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SPORTS
Meft 's basketball IM
\

\

I
\

The Mens Basketb}u Intramural finals were play~d on
Thursday, March 6th w~ ere
Deep · Throat after defeating
the defending champion, the_
Muh Fugs, went on to conquer
t he Zoo. Deep Throa t took 1st .
place easily wit h a score of
40-30. Second place then went
to the Zoo.
Playing for the 3rd place ,
trophies were the M uh F ugs
against the Hawks. I,n /this
game the competition was
close with the Muh Fugs
defea ting the· Hawks by only
t hree points at 39-36,.
F rom t he four teams that
went into the finals, Deep

Thtoat, the Zoo, Muh Fugs,
·· and Black Hawks, each captain was asked to vote for 5
outstanding players in the
tournament as well as t he
most valuable player in t he
basketball in tramurals. They ·
were not allowed to vote for
any playe.!.: from their own
team.
Deep Throat was voted 3 of
the 5 places along with having
the most valuable player on
their team. Marty O'Gradney
was chosen as outstanding .
center as well as winning t he
MVP award of the · tournament. In the forward and

guard position, Larry Mackol
and Jerry Keane both of Deep
Throat took t hese awards respectively. In the two remaining places Carl Contanzas
(forward) of the Zoo and Gus
Kontos (guard) were voted as
outstanding players.
T he next tournament for
men's intramurals is volleyball . The team to look for in
the winner spot is Kung F u
· spikers. T he 2nd and 3rd spots
are still more or less up for .
grabs, bu t one t hing for sure is
that the team to watch fo r
being amusing and exciting is
t he " Print Perverts."

jock shorts
Women's
badminton IM

HOCKEY TEAM TOURNAMENT BOUND
THE NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS " ICE " EAGLES end
their season this weekend by playing in t he 1st Annual
University of Wisconsin-Parkside Invitational. The Tourney is
Since not..many people actu- being run as a CANCER BENEFIT .
ally get to see the Womens ·
The team is looking forward to goirig, and coming back with
Badminton
lntramurals
I top honors of first place., The few players not going hopefully
thought I'd give you the inside won't hurt the Eagles chances.
view of some of my opponents
The games will be played in Kenosha at the Kenosha Ice Rink
techniques. Since I am pre- starting Friday at 6:00 P.M. When the •tcE•· ~p1-.,-rl-m-- -.
- sently 1-3 (because I've played University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire.
Last Monday, March 10,-Northeastem-i>articipated in a Rytbmic
the 3 top players) I could give
Gymnastic workshop in t he gym. The instructor was J?ale
you
an example of how the
F lansaas, a winner of two gold and silver medal Pan American
experts
play.
fall determined it was out only
games, a 1964 Olympic team member as well as other noted
Of t he three, the most
to have it land on the line. But
po s ition s . Flansaas demon s trated variou_s t_echniques of
outstanding was Nancy Barthose weren't the only misgracefullness using ropes, hoops, balls and satm ribbons. [Photo
tosch ~ho is presently in 2nd
takes I made and Buffa tallied
by Sharon Osowalski]
place. She plays with stratagy
the match winning 2 games to
as well as power. My smashes
my 1.
(which still aren't perfected)
1975 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL FINAL STATISTICS
As for my win I must admit
5053 N. Lincoln
were smashed back at me.
SEASON RECORD: 10-5
both games I won were close
The other two I've ·played
2ND PLACE in the Northeast Sectionals
with the scores being 13-11 (tie
were Karen Kirst (4-1) who
breaker) and 11-9. This game
Field
Free
Per.sonal
taught me how to serve and
Total
was against Diane Langill who
Goals
Throws Fouls (Tech.) Joelle Buffa, who is the leader
Points
Name (Yr.)
is one of the best sports I have
thus far in the tournament.
ever
seen. She kept joking
42 (1)
19
82
183
Dodo Kaspar (Fr.)
Kirst after winning her first
after
it
was all over and said
36
(l)
16
82
180
Pam Nicketta (Sr.)
game easily 11-3 gave me
"I
must
say you're quite good
24
25
64
153
Ruth Rozdilsky (Jr.)
pointers on improving my · since you beat me". M<;>dest
36
25
63
151
Laurie Foster (Sr.)
serve. I then , won 11-8 in the
37 (1 )
she isn't.
J'.
15
41
Linda Harty (Sr.)
second game. Unfortunately
25
The womens intramurals
18
40
Kathy Serczyk (Sr.)
when she saw that the help
9
i
13
27
still have a few more weeks
~ athy Crismyre (Jr.)
. l
18
stopped (not really but it
8
17
Cathy DeFranceschi (Sr.)
before any definite winner
8
2
3
makes
for a good story). She
8
Evelyn Covington (Fr.)
could be announced but one
5
2
went on to win the decision
Nancy Bartosch (Jr.t
person I'm sure won't be a
game wit h a score of 11-6 and
winner
is me, at least not this
•
240
(3)
104
349
802
TEA M TOTALS
the match at 2- 1.
season.
16.0
6.9
23.3
53.5
TEAM AVG. (per game)
Buffa playes her game ~y
8 pm till closing
knowing wltere to place the ,Standings: B'uffa - 6-2; Bartosch 5-0;
TEAM STATISTICS
birdie. Many a time I 'd let it ' Kirst 4-1; Dottie Wojdyla 3-0.
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS

----·····

Snea.k y

.Pete's

Beer Time

25~

a

stein

of IJeer·

I

HIGHEST AVG. Kaspar - 13.1
Nicketta - 12.9
Foster - l 0.8
Rozdilsky - 10.2
F REE THROW PCT. Foster - 59.5
Nicketta - 59.3
1·.ozdilsky - 56.8
1:aspar - 5 l.4
·OST POINTS (1 Game) · t - Nicketta vs. UICC
;0" - Kaspar vs. DPU
9 - Rozdilsky · vs. Wright JC
} - Kaspar vs. ICC
I l - Rozdilsky vs. SIU-C
18 - Nicketta vs. U. of C.
18 - Foster vs. CSU
18 - Foster vs. ICC

MOST POINTS (l Game) 68 vs. ICC in 1st game of state
tournament
59 vs. UICC
58 vs. CSU
58 vs. NU
Free Throw Pct. - 50.5%

On Thursdays

Women's basketball bench _
Co~c.h

BG

l>IC PN

RR

LH

